The class p×p of matrix-valued functions c(z) holomorphic in the unit disk D = {z ∈ C : |z| < 1}, having order p, and satisfying Re c(z) ≥ 0 in D is considered, as well as its subclass p×p Π of matrix-valued functions c(z) ∈ p×p that have a meromorphic pseudocontinuation c − (z) to the complement D e = {z ∈ C : 1 < |z| ≤ ∞} of the unit disk with bounded Nevanlinna characteristic in D e .
§1. Introduction
The class p×p of matrix-valued functions c(z) of order p holomorphic in the unit disk D = {z ∈ C : |z| < 1} and such that Re c(z) ≥ 0 in D is of interest for function theory, as well as for the theory of Hilbert space operators, the theory of passive linear dynamic systems, control theory, and stochastic processes theory (see [4, 9, 12, 16] ).
Darlington's method is well known in the theory of passive linear circuits with lumped parameters. Development of this method required investigation of the subclass p×p Π of matrix-valued functions c(z) that admit a meromorphic pseudocontinuation c − (z) to the complement of the unit disk D e = {z ∈ C : 1 < |z| ≤ ∞} with bounded Nevanlinna characteristic in D e . The fact that c − (z) is a pseudocontinuation of c(z) means that c(ζ) = lim r↑1 c(rζ) = lim r↓1 c − (rζ) almost everywhere on |ζ| = 1.
In [3] , the following Darlington representation of such matrix-valued functions was obtained: where τ is a constant matrix of order p with Re τ ≥ 0, and A(z) = [a ij (z)] i,j=1,2 is a J pinner matrix-valued function in D with the signature matrix J p = 0 −I p I p 0 a matrix-valued function of order 2p meromorphic in D and taking J p -contractive values on Ω + A (the domain of holomorphy of A(z) in D) and having J p -unitary nontangential boundary values A(ζ) almost everywhere on the circle T = {ζ ∈ C : |ζ| = 1}:
If a matrix-valued function c(z) is of class p×p Π, then its rank m c = rank Re c(ζ) is constant for a.e. ζ ∈ T , because 2 Re c(ζ) is a nontangential boundary value of the function c(z) + c − ( 1 z ), which has bounded Nevanlinna characteristic in D. In (1.1), the matrix τ is such that rank τ = m c , and there exists a representation of c(z) in the form (1.1) with τ = I m c 0 0 0 for 1 ≤ m c ≤ p and with τ = 0 p×p for m c = 0. In the Darlington method, the number m c is interpreted as the minimal number of the reduced scattering channels (see [1, 2] ).
In this paper, we consider another representation of a matrix-valued function c(z) of class p×p Π; namely, we represent it as a block of a J p,m -inner in D matrix-valued function The functions θ(z) of this type will be called J p,m -inner dilations of c(z). The following theorem is proved. The "if" part can easily be checked. To verify the "only if" part, we apply the method used in [1, 6] to obtain a representation of matrix-valued functions s(z) of class S p×q (see also [15] ), i.e., a representation of (p × q)-matrix-valued functions holomorphic and contractive in D that admit a pseudocontinuation s − (z) in D e in the form of a block of an inner matrix-valued function S(z) of order n, where In the same way (see [7] ), a representation was obtained for an arbitrary (p × q)matrix-valued function f (z) of bounded Nevanlinna characteristic in D and having a pseudocontinuation f − (z) in D e of bounded Nevanlinna characteristic in D e . Such a function can be represented as a block w 12 of some j pq -inner in D matrix-valued function W (z):
A representation of c(z) ∈ p×p Π with m c > 0 in the form (1.2) is not unique. In the present paper, all such representations with m = m c are described, much in the same way that the representations (1.4) of s(z) ∈ S p×q Π were obtained earlier in [6] ; see also the representations (1.5) in [7] .
In §3, some special representations (1.2) are considered and described: minimal, optimal, * -optimal, minimal and optimal, minimal and * -optimal, which will be useful in constructing passive realizations of the impedance matrices c(z). A separate paper will be devoted to this subject. In §4, the J p,m -inner dilations with additional properties are described: real, symmetric, rational, and with various combinations of these properties, under the corresponding restrictions on c(z). All these results are transferred to the case where the open half-plane C + is considered instead of the unit disk D. In §5, for entire matrix-valued functions c(z) with Re c(z) > 0 in C + and with bounded Nevanlinna characteristic in the lower half-plane C − , the J p,m -inner dilations in C + are described. They are still entire matrix-valued functions.
In subsequent papers we shall consider conservative and various passive (minimal, optimal, etc.) realizations of matrix-valued functions c(z) of class p×p Π with m c > 0 in the form of a resistance matrix of a dissipative system. Such realizations are constructed by considering the corresponding J p,m -inner dilation θ(z) of c(z) and a conservative transmission system with the transmission matrix θ(z).
We are also planning to consider the relationship between J p,m -inner dilations and the theory of stochastic realization of discrete time stationary processes, developed by A. Lindquist, D. Picci, and their followers (see [18] [19] [20] ). The analysis of precisely these papers brought the authors to the results presented here.
Notation
C is the set of complex numbers; R is the set of real numbers; Re z = z+z 2 is the real part of z ∈ C;
is the open lower half-plane; T = {ζ ∈ C : |ζ| = 1} is the unit circle; Re A is the real part of the matrix A, i.e., Re A = A+A * 2 ; A T is the transpose of the matrix A; rank A is the rank of A; trace A is the trace of A; A is the norm of A, which is the maximal singular number of A; I m is the identity matrix of order m;
L is the closure of the set L in the Hilbert space under consideration;
. Preliminary information about matrix-valued functions belonging to the Nevanlinna class or to its subclasses
Basic classes of matrix-valued functions.
and to the class H p×q
A (p × q)-matrix-valued function f (z) meromorphic in D belongs to the Nevanlinna class N p×q of matrix-valued functions of bounded characteristic if it can be represented in the form
. It should be noted that the class N p×q contains the classes H p×q r , 1 ≤ r ≤ ∞, S p×q , and p×p (for p = q). An arbitrary function f (z) ∈ N p×q has nontangential boundary values f (ζ) almost everywhere on the circle T . Therefore, in particular, the limit f (ζ) = lim ρ↑1 f (ρζ) exists for a.e. ζ ∈ T , and f (z) is uniquely determined by the boundary values f (ζ) on a set of positive Lebesgue measure of T .
Observe that Re c(ζ) ∈ L p×p 1 for an arbitrary matrix-valued function c(z) ∈ p×p . For any class X p×q of matrix-valued functions, we shall write X instead of X 1×1 and therefore, the operator M f of multiplication by a matrix-valued function f ,
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Moreover, in that case rank f (z) = p for all z ∈ D, rank f (ζ) = p for almost all ζ ∈ T,
The proof can be found in [11, p. 214 
The maximum principle is true in the Smirnov class.
For scalar functions f ∈ N + this assertion was proved by Smirnov (see [13] ), and for matrix-valued functions it was proved by Ginzburg [14, 17] .
Let f (z) ∈ N p×q . Then an ordered pair of matrix-valued functions
A denominator of f (z) of the form {u, b}, where u is a unitary matrix of order p, is said to be right, and a denominator of the form {b, v}, where v is a unitary matrix of order q, is said to be left. We denote by
and by
Den
the sets of all right and left denominators of f (z), respectively. Note that for an arbitrary matrix-valued function f ∈ N p×q the sets Den r (f ) and Den l (f ) are not empty (see [2, 6] 
A denominator of a matrix-valued function f ∈ N p×q is minimal if it has no nontrivial divisors in Den(f ).
Lemma 3. For an arbitrary matrix-valued function
. It is unique up to a right (left) unitary factor of b 2 (respectively, b 1 ) and up to a unitary matrix u (respectively, v).
Then f (z) ∈ N p×q , and the inner matrix-valued functionsb 1 andb 2 in its arbitrary minimal denominator {b 1 ,b 2 } are rational.
The proofs of Lemmas 3 and 4 can be found in [2, 6] . An arbitrary nonzero matrix-valued function f (z) ∈ N p×q + has an essentially unique inner-outer factorization of the form
out , and an essentially unique * -outer- * -inner factorization of the form
In these representations we have r = rank f (z) for all z ∈ D except possibly an at most countable set of points where rank f (z) < r. This set has no accumulation points in D.
The following inclusions are true:
The subclass of all f ∈ N p×q that have a pseudocontinuation f − to D e will be denoted by Π p×q . The intersection of X p×q and Π p×q will be denoted by X p×q Π.
For a given f ∈ Π p×q , a pseudocontinuation f − is unique, because the function f # − of class N q×p in D is uniquely determined by its boundary values f − (ζ) * = f (ζ) * .
If for a matrix-valued function f ∈ Π p×q we consider its boundary values f (ζ) and its pseudocontinuation f − , then as a result we get a matrix-valued function defined everywhere on the complex plane except possibly some set of Lebesgue measure zero on the circle T and isolated singularities, namely, the poles of f and f − . This matrix-valued function will be denoted in the same way as the initial one, i.e., f (z). The set where this function is holomorphic will be denoted by Ω f , and
and moreover, the pseudocontinuation s − of s ∈ S p×p in can be obtained by the symmetry principle,
The following fact, implied by the results by Douglas, Shapiro, and Shields [10] , is very important.
Proof. For p = q = 1 the result is contained in [10] .
Let p = 1 or q = 1. The matrix-valued function f ∈ H p×q 2 has a pseudocontinuation to the exterior of the unit disk D e if and only if each of its entries is of class H 2 Π and satisfies the conclusion of the lemma for p = q = 1. Therefore, the required b ∈ S p×p in of the form b(z) = η(z)I p , η ∈ S in , exists. The function η(z) can be taken as the product of all functions of class S in given by the scalar version of the lemma for each entry of f . Lemma 5 is proved.
Let f ∈ Π p×q , and let
then rank f (z) = r f for all z ∈ Ω f except possibly a set of isolated points, and moreover, rank f (ζ) = r f for a.e. ζ ∈ T .
Note that all rational (p × q)-matrix-valued functions belong to Π p×q .
has a solution g = ϕ ∈ N r×p out unique up to a constant left unitary factor of order r; every solution ϕ ∈ N r×p out belongs to Π r×p ; 2) the dual factorization problem
has a solution ω = ψ such that ψ ∼ ∈ N r×p out , unique up to a constant right unitary factor of order r, and ψ ∈ Π p×r ; 3) a matrix-valued function f belongs to L p×p
, then the set of solutions g ∈ H r×p 2 of the direct factorization problem can be described by the formula g = b 1 ϕ, where b 1 ∈ S r×r in , and the set of solutions ω ∈ H p×r 2 of the dual factorization problem can be described by the formula of the direct factorization problem can be described by the formula g = b 1 ϕ, where b 1 is a rational inner matrix-valued function of order r, and the set of rational solutions ω ∈ H p×r 2 of the dual factorization problem can be described by the formula ω = ψb 2 , where b 2 is a rational inner matrix-valued function of order r; 7) if g ∈ N r×p is a solution of the direct factorization problem, then g ∈ Π r×p and
Proof. The results stated in the theorem are contained, e.g., in the book [12] . §3. J p,m -inner dilations 3.1. Necessary information about matrix-valued functions of classes P (J) and U (J). We let J denote a signature matrix, i.e., a matrix of order m such that
A matrix θ of order m said to be J-contractive if
Equivalent conditions are θJθ * ≤ J and θJθ * = J, respectively. Put
For a J-contractive matrix θ, the matrix
we have the following statement (see [2, 14] ).
The matrix θ can be expressed in terms of S by the formula
Consider the Potapov class P (J) of matrix-valued functions θ(z) meromorphic in the unit disk D and having J-contractive values at every point of D where it is holomorphic, i.e.,
Such matrix-valued functions will also be called J-contractive.
By Lemma 6, θ(z) is J-contractive if and only if the matrix-valued function
can be represented as a ratio of bounded matrix-valued functions holomorphic in D. Therefore, the following is true.
Lemma 7. Any J-contractive matrix-valued function has bounded Nevanlinna characteristic.
In other words, P (J) ⊂ N m×m . This implies that any J-contractive matrix-valued function θ(z) has radial limit values almost everywhere on T ,
and these limit values on a subset of T of positive Lebesgue measure determine the function θ(z) uniquely. Passing to the limit in (3.3), we get
We shall be interested in J-contractive matrix-valued functions θ(z) with J-unitary boundary values, i.e., the functions such that . For a matrix-valued function c(z) of order p we define θ 0 (z) by (1.2 * ). It is easy to check that 1) c ∈ p×p ⇐⇒ θ 0 ∈ P (J p ); 2) c ∈ p×p and Re c(z) = 0 for a.e. ζ ∈ T ⇐⇒ θ 0 ∈ U (J p ). 
Proof of
Then the following identity is true:
Indeed, for a.e. ζ ∈ T we have
Therefore, θ is J p,m -unitary almost everywhere on T . It remains to show that θ is J p,m -contractive in D. For this, we use the Potapov-Ginzburg transform of θ(z):
We havẽ
Clearly, the matrix-valued function s = (I p − 1 2 δ)(I p + 1 2 δ) −1 belongs to the Schur class S p×p , because 1 2 δ ∈ p×p . The function (I p + 1 2 δ(z)) −1 (= 1 2 (I p +s)) is of class H p×p ∞ . This implies that all blocks ofS belong to the Smirnov classes of appropriate sizes. Therefore, S ∈ N By the maximum principle for the Smirnov class,S is contractive in D:
Now, we can use Lemma 6 to conclude that the resulting matrix-valued function θ is J p,m -contractive in D: .7) is fulfilled almost everywhere on T . This is equivalent to the following family of scalar identities for a.e. ζ ∈ T : 
Furthermore, (3.12) implies that the matrix-valued functions α and β, meromorphic in D, may have only removable singularities. Therefore, we may assume that α and β are holomorphic in D. In particular, for β we have
where ξ ∈ C p . Hence, β is an H m×p 2 -solution of the factorization problem (3.10), and α belongs to S m×m in by (3.9) and (3.12). Relation (3.7) is equivalent to Since c ∈ p×p Π and m = m c > 0, the matrix-valued function Re c(ζ) (nonnegative for a.e. ζ ∈ T ) is the boundary value of a matrix-valued function of class N p×p in the disk D. Therefore, since rank Re c(ζ) = m a.e. on T , the function Re c(ζ) has a principal minor of order m different from zero a.e. on T , whereas any principal minor of order exceeding m is identically zero. Without loss of generality we may assume that such a principal minor of order m is at the upper left corner of the matrix Re c(ζ). To arrive at this case, we can always make a permutation of the rows of Re c(ζ), together with the same permutation of the columns. As a result, we get a matrix-valued function h(ζ) = K Re c(ζ)K * that is determined now byc = KcK * ; hence h(ζ) = Rec(ζ), where K is a constant orthogonal matrix. A dilation θ of c can be obtained from the dilationθ ofc by multiplyingθ from the left and from the right by J p,m -unitary matrices 
where ϕ 1 and ψ 1 are matrix functions of order m with det ϕ 1 ≡ 0 and det ψ 1 ≡ 0. They could be determined uniquely by imposing the normalization conditions ϕ 1 (0) > 0 and ψ 1 (0) > 0. These solutions will be called the normalized outer and * -outer solutions of (3.10) and (3.15), respectively. They will be denoted by ϕ N and ψ N . In the general case, we assume that ϕ N = ϕ 1 ϕ 2 K and ψ N = K * ψ 1 ψ 2 , where K is the orthogonal matrix considered above. The normalization conditions are ϕ 1 (0) > 0 and ψ 1 (0) > 0.
In what follows, a description of all J p,m -inner dilations of the form (1.2) with m = m c will be given for c ∈ p×p Π with m c > 0. This description will involve the normalized outer (ϕ N ) and * -outer (ψ N ) solutions of the factorization problems (3.10) and (3.15) , as well as the matrix-valued function s c (ζ) defined by the relation
This function was introduced in [8] in a more general setting. There it was called a scattering suboperator, because precisely this suboperator arises when we consider interior scattering channels in conservative resistance systems with resistance matrix equal to c(z). In the same paper, it was shown that the matrix-valued function s c (ζ) plays a role in investigating minimal passive resistance systems with the impedance matrix c(z). Note that if s c (ζ) is defined by (3.18) , then it has unitary values, i.e.,
Moreover, if c ∈ p×p Π, then s c (ζ) is the nontangential boundary value of a matrix-valued function s c (z) of class N p×p . The latter function is defined by
Relation (3.20) is equivalent to the formula
which in turn is equivalent to the identity
We show that (3.20) and ( 
Conversely, assume (3.21) . The factorization problems (3.10) and (3.15) (3.20) is true. Now, we state and prove a theorem that yields a complete description of the set of all J p,m -inner dilations of c(z). respectively. Let s c be defined by (3.20) and ϑ by the formula
Then θ(z) is a J p,m -unitary dilation of c(z), and it has a unique representation of the form This leads to the following parametrization for the blocks of the dilation θ:
Therefore,
where ϑ is uniquely determined by c, by formula (3.23). Thus, the freedom in the choice of the dilation reduces to the inner matrix-valued functions b 1 and b 2 . Nevertheless, these functions are not arbitrary, because the following condition must be fulfilled: 
A direct calculation shows that (3.24) and (3.25) are fulfilled and that θ has J p,m -unitary boundary values a.e. on T . The matrix-valued function ϑ(z) defined by (3.23) has J p,m -unitary boundary values almost everywhere on the unit circle T , but in general it may fail to be J p,m -unitary. It is such if and only if s c ∈ N m×m + . However, by the choice of b 1 and b 2 , the Potapov-Ginzburg transform of θ is contractive in D, which can be checked in the same way as was done in the proof of (3.8) in Theorem 1. Using Lemma 6, we conclude that θ is J p,m -contractive in the disk D. Therefore, θ ∈ U (J p,m ). The theorem is proved. Proof. Let θ be a J p,m -inner dilation of c ∈ p×p Π, and let {b 1 , b 2 } be the denominator of s c that corresponds to θ by formula (3.26) . Suppose that this dilation is minimal, i.e., (3.29 
Minimal and optimal
Since the representation of θ(z) in the form (3.26) is unique, we have b 1 (z) = u(z)b 1 (z) and b 2 (z) =b 2 (z)v(z); i.e., {b 1 ,b 2 } is a nontrivial divisor of the denominator {b 1 , b 2 }. Conversely, if we have such a divisor, we get relation (3.29) in which at least one of the inner functions, either u(z) or v(z), is not constant. The theorem is proved.
A dilation θ ∈ U (J p,m ) of c ∈ p×p Π of the form (1.2) with m = m c is said to be optimal if β in (1.2) is an outer matrix-valued function; it is * -optimal if γ in (1.2) is a * -outer matrix-valued function.
The next assertion follows from Theorem 3 and Lemma 3. Proof. Since c(z) ∈ p×p Π is real, 2 Re c(ζ) is also real. Therefore, the functions ϕ N (z) and ψ N (z) are solutions of the factorization problems (3.10) and (3.15 ), together with ϕ N (z) and ψ N (z). Since they are outer and * -outer matrix-valued functions, respectively, and they satisfy the normalization conditions ϕ 1 (0) > 0, ψ 1 (0) > 0, we have ϕ N (z) = ϕ N (z) and ψ N (z) = ψ N (z) because such solutions are unique. Therefore, ϕ N (z) and ψ N (z) are real, and hence, s c (z) and ϑ(z) are also real. Moreover, the J p,m -inner dilation θ(z) is real if and only if the denominator {b 1 (z), b 2 (z)} of s c (z) has real inner matrixvalued functions b 1 and b 2 . Combined with Theorem 3 and Lemma 8, this fact shows that a minimal optimal and a minimal * -optimal J p,m -inner dilation of the real matrix-valued function c(z) can be chosen to be real. Proof. Since c(z) ∈ p×p Π is symmetric, the outer function ψ N (z) T and the * -outer function ϕ N (z) T are, respectively, solutions of the factorization problems (3.10) and (3.15) , together with the normalized solutions ϕ N (z) and ψ N (z). Moreover, they satisfy the same normalization conditions. Therefore, ψ N (z) = ϕ N (z) T , which implies that the matrix-valued functions s c (z) and ϑ(z) are symmetric. Moreover, the dilation θ(z) given by (3.26 Note that, for a given real symmetric matrix-valued function c(z) ∈ p×p Π, its real minimal symmetric J p,m -inner dilation is not unique. However, for a scalar c(z) ∈ Π its real minimal symmetric J p,m -inner dilation is unique, because we have an essentially unique minimal symmetric denominator of s c (z).
Symmetric

Rational J p,m -inner dilations.
In this subsection we consider the case where c(z) ∈ p×p Π is a rational matrix-valued function.
We say that a denominator
If c ∈ p×p Π is rational, then so is c(z) + c # (z). Therefore, the normalized solutions ϕ N (z) and ψ N (z) of the factorization problems (3.10) and (3.15) See [3] . By theorems of M. G. Kreȋn and of Rosenblum-Rovnyak (see [12] ), if f (µ) ≥ 0 and f (z) is an entire (p × p)-matrix-valued function of bounded Nevanlinna characteristic in C + and C − , i.e., f ∈ Π p×p (C + ), then an outer solution g = ϕ of the factorization problem of the type (3.10) is an entire matrix-valued function of class Π m×p (C + ). Therefore, ϕ ∼ (z) is an entire matrix-valued function of class Π p×m (C + ). Hence, by Lemma 10, if {I m , b} is its right minimal denominator, then the function b ∈ S m×m in (C + ) is entire, whence Clearly, the matrix-valued function θ(z) constructed in this way is an entire, optimal, and J p,m -inner dilation of c(z). Now, we show that it is minimal. Relation (5.1) implies that We have ϕ ∼ (z)b(z) = ψ(z)w 1 (z)w 2 (z), whence ϕ ∼ (z)[s c (z)w 1 (z)] = ψ(z)w 1 (z). This implies that {I m , s c w 1 } is a right denominator of ϕ ∼ (z). Since {I m , b} is the minimal right denominator of ϕ ∼ (z), we have w 2 (z) = const; i.e., {I m , d} is the minimal right denominator of s c (z). Therefore, by Theorem 3, the optimal J p,m -inner dilation θ(z) of c(z) is minimal.
Similar arguments apply to a * -outer solution of the factorization problem of type (3.15) on R. Thus, the following theorem is true.
